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Supplementary Information 

Figure S1. Number of samples in all 184 catchments attributed to each  event type. Vertical lines show medians, 5 th and 95th

percentiles of boxplots.



Figure S2: Number of nitrate samples from all catchments with positive and negative residuals for each event type.

Figure  S3.  Heatmaps  of  differences  between  samples  taken  during  different  event  types  or  No.event  and  all  samples
(analogous to Figure 5) for a) discharge and b) concentration of nitrate, averaged across different groups of catchments,
considering all nitrate data for each event type and No.event. The three first columns of the heatmap correspond to one of the
long-term export patterns (i.e., dilution (slope b<0), neutral (slope b~0) and enrichment (slope b>0)) and the fourth column
corresponds to all study catchments. Bold font and * indicates significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.05).



Figure S4. Spearman rank correlation coefficient between catchment descriptors. Significant correlations are indicated as *
for p<0.05 and ** for p<0.01. 

Figure S5. Median normalized  event runoff coefficients for each catchment and each event type. Normalization of nitrate
samples was computed for each catchment subtracting the mean value and dividing by the standard deviation. Significant
differences between medians of adjacent boxplots was estimated using Kruskal-Wallis test (displayed as *** for p<0.001, *
*for p<0.01 and * for p<0.05)) 



Table S1: Thresholds and variables used for classification of runoff events (modified from Tarasova et al., 2020).

Table S2: Catchment descriptors used for correlation analysis. (according to Ebeling et  al., 2021). 


